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We briefly review general concepts of renormalization in quantum field theory and discuss their
application to solutions of integral equations with singular potentials in the few-nucleon sector of the
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scheme and consider a specific application to a toy-model with a singular potential serving as its
effective field theoretical leading-order approximation.
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I. INTRODUCTION
The issue of renormalization is a subject of long-standing controversy in the few-nucleon sector of the low-energy
effective field theory (EFT) of the strong interactions, pioneered in Ref. [1]. Recent reviews and references addressing
this problem can be found, e.g., in Refs. [2–10]. The Lagrangian of any consistent EFT includes all local interactions
allowed by the underlying symmetries. Therefore, all ultraviolet (UV) divergences appearing in physical quantities are
in principle canceled by the corresponding counterterms [11]. However, the practical implementation of such a quantum
field theoretical renormalization is a highly non-trivial problem in the few-body sector of the low-energy EFT of the
strong interactions. The difficulty is caused by the fact that due to the large absolute values of the scattering lengths,
an infinite number of renormalized diagrams has to be summed up at any order. To perform this summation one defines
an effective potential as a sum of irreducible diagrams contributing to the process under consideration and then obtains
the scattering amplitude by solving the corresponding integral equation [1]. In practice, solving integral equations
corresponds to summing up regularized but not renormalized diagrams. Regularized non-perturbative expressions
obtained by solving such integral equations, when expanded in powers of ~ (corresponding to the loop expansion),
reproduce the regularized perturbative diagrams. While non-perturbative solutions to integral equations may indeed
contain pieces which yield vanishing contributions to the perturbative series, the integral equations in the low-energy
EFT are used solely as tools for performing partial resummations of diagrams. Therefore, properly renormalized
non-perturbative expressions in a self-consistent EFT must reproduce the renormalized perturbative series, when
expanded in ~.
It is well known how to renormalize Feynman diagrams in quantum field theories. However, it turns out to be a
challanging problem to properly renormalize the non-perturbative solutions to integral equations since this usually
requires taking into account contributions of an infinite number of counterterms. The problem is actually caused by
the non-renormalizability of EFT in the traditional sense, manifested by the presence of singular potentials in the
few-body sector.
The low-energy EFT of the strong interactions yields a systematic expansion of the effective potentials in terms of
small masses and momenta, where small is taken relative to the typical hard (breakdown) scale of about 500 MeV.
However, these expressions are to be trusted only at low energies. Translated into coordinate space, the EFT yields
an expansion of the potential applicable at large distances, while the (strongly scheme-dependent) short-range part is
determined by the desired resolution. Accordingly, extrapolations of the long-range part of the effective potential to
short distances do not root in the underlying QCD. Moreover, QCD features only shallow bound states in multi-nucleon
systems thus indicating that the singular van der Waals-like behavior of one- and multi-pion exchange potentials is
not a valid approximation of the nuclear interaction at short distances.
Reading the literature in the few-body sector of low-energy chiral EFT and references therein, one often gets the
impression that there is no well-established concept of renormalization for non-perturbative problems in quantum
field theories, and that we are currently seeking for such a self-consistent definition. In this quest for the solution of
a technically challenging problem, fundamental concepts that are well established and should be well-known to the
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2practitioners are often ignored or even disputed in the nuclear physics community. Our understanding is that the very
definition of the EFT and renormalization as it is understood in quantum field theory (QFT) specifies uniquely what
needs to be done. The implementation of a proper quantum field theoretical renormalization is, however, a rather
challenging problem and subject to further investigations.
In our recent work on the renormalization in the few-body sector of the EFT of the strong interactions [12] we
have put the main emphasis on discussing details of common misconceptions, i.e. what should not be done when
renormalizing the solutions to integral equations with singular EFT potentials. To summarize, the origin of the
differences can be traced back to the application or enforcement of quantum mechanical renormalization to a quantum
field theoretical problem. This (in our opinion, incorrect) point of view is described in detail in a recent review article
[14], see also references therein. It amounts to handling singular potentials emerging in EFT contexts as if they were
quantum mechanical potentials valid at all distances rather than large-distance approximations to infinite series. We
refer the reader to Ref. [12] for more details.
In this paper we again revisit the issue of renormalization in few-body sector of chiral EFT, but focus on what
should be done to achieve the proper renormalization in EFT with singular potentials.
Our paper is organized as follows. In section II we discuss the definition and conceptual issues of renormalization
in QFTs. In section III we consider a particular QFT renormalization scheme which can be applied to the solutions
of integral equations with singular potentials. An application of the introduced renormalization scheme to a singular
potential for a specific toy model is given in section IV. We summarize our work in Sec. V.
II. RENORMALIZATION
Renormalization is a very natural and familiar procedure which is actually carried out in most theories. Considering
a theory depending on the parameters gi, with i = 1, ..., N , one fixes these parameters from N experiments and makes
predictions for the results of other experiments. The standard example is QED, where the electron charge and
mass need to be determined from experiment and then e.g. the anomalous magentic moment of the electron can be
predicted to high precision. In mathematical language this means that we calculate N “reference” physical quantities
σi(E) = fi(~, g1, g2, . . . , gN , E), for i = 1, ..., N , as functions of the couplings gk, of kinematical variables collectively
denoted by E, and ~, taken to be zero for any classical theory. By taking the expressions of these physical quantities
for some fixed kinematics µj (j = 1, . . . , N)
σ1(µ1) = f1(~, g1, g2, . . . , gN , µ1) ,
σ2(µ2) = f2(~, g1, g2, . . . , gN , µ2) ,
· · ·
σN (µN ) = fN (~, g1, g2, . . . , gN , µN ) ,
we express the gi as functions of observables σi(µi)
gi = φi(~, σ1(µ1), σ2(µ2), . . . , σN (µN ), µ1, . . . , µN ), i = 1, . . . , N. (1)
Next, we substitute the gi from Eq. (1) in the calculated expressions of all physical quantities and obtain
σ1(E) = F1(~, σ1(µ1), σ2(µ2), . . . , σN (µN ), µ1, . . . , µN , E) ,
σ2(E) = F2(~, σ1(µ1), σ2(µ2), . . . , σN (µN ), µ1, . . . , µN , E) ,
· · ·
σN (E) = FN (~, σ1(µ1), σ2(µ2), . . . , σN (µN ), µ1, . . . , µN , E) ,
σN+1(E) = FN+1(~, σ1(µ1), σ2(µ2), . . . , σN (µN ), µ1, . . . , µN , E) ,
· · · ,
where the Fi are some functions, whose specific form depends on the considered theory. In this way we express all
physical quantities in terms of the “reference” physical quantities taken at the normalization points µi, instead of the
original “bare” parameters. Performed in the framework of QFT this procedure is known as renormalization. Notice
that renormalization is non-perturbative if calculations are done non-perturbatively and perturbative if we are using
perturbation theory.
As a rule in QFTs, the coefficients of the expansion of physical quantities in powers of the bare couplings gi are
divergent. In some theories divergences disappear after renormalization, that is, the expansion of all physical quantities
in terms of the “reference” physical quantities in the limit of a removed regulator turn out to have finite coefficients to
3all orders. Such theories are called renormalizable (as e.g. the already mentioned case of QED). To render the Green
functions finite one often introduces renormalized fields and corresponding field renormalization constants. However,
physical quantities do not depend on the choice of fields and, therefore, one can also work with bare fields. To simplify
the discussion we formulate our considerations in such a framework.
In practice one uses more conveniently chosen functions gRi (µ) = Gi(σ1(µ1), σ2(µ2), . . . , σN (µN ), µ1, . . . , µN ) (j =
1, . . . , N) as new renormalized parameters, where µ stands collectively for all µ1 , . . . , µN . Expressing the original
parameters gi in terms of the g
R
i (µ)
gi = φi(~, gR1 (µ), gR2 (µ), . . . , gRN (µ), µ1, . . . , µN ), i = 1, . . . , N, (2)
and substituting in the Lagrangian of the given QFT, we can express the Lagrangian in terms of the renormalized
parameters. Usually, the functions Gi are chosen such that
φi(0, g
R
1 (µ), g
R
2 (µ), . . . , g
R
N (µ), µ1, . . . , µN ) = g
R
i (µ),
leading to
gi = g
R
i (µ) +
[
φi(~, gR1 (µ), gR2 (µ), . . . , gRN (µ), µ1, . . . , µN )− φi(0, gR1 (µ), gR2 (µ), . . . , gRN (µ), µ1, . . . , µN )
]
= gRi (µ) +
∞∑
k=1
~kδgki (gR1 (µ), gR2 (µ), . . . , gRN (µ), µ1, . . . , µN ), (3)
where the δgki are counterterms of k-th order in the loop expansion which themselves can be expanded in powers
of renormalized coupling constants. Using the Lagrangian parameterized in terms of renormalized couplings and
counterterms, we perform calculations of physical quantities in terms of the renormalized parameters gRi (µ). In
renormalizable theories, a perturbative calculation of physical quantities to any finite order in the renormalized
coupling constants leads to Taylor series with finite coefficients. All counterterm contributions up to given order in
the loop expansion and in the coupling constants have to be taken into account in these calculations. If, for whatever
reason, the expansion in any of these renormalized couplings needs to be summed up to an infinite order, then this
has to be done systematically by also including the contributions stemming from all counterterms. While such a
calculation might be technically very complicated or even unfeasible, the formalism of QFT renormalization defines
very precisely and uniquely what has to be done.
From the modern point of view, renormalizable (in the traditional sense) theories are viewed as leading order ap-
proximations to effective field theories. The corresponding Lagrangians contain an infinite number of terms compatible
with underlying symmetries. A self-consistent EFT is renormalizable in the sense that all divergences appearing in
physical quantities can be absorbed in the redefinition of an infinite number of parameters of the effective Lagrangian
(i.e. N is equal to infinity in an EFT). Despite the dependence on an infinite number of parameters, EFTs do not loose
predictive power if it is possible to find renormalization schemes that ensure that low-energy observables calculated
with a specified accuracy depend only on a finite number of renormalized parameters. Notice that physical quantities
calculated to some finite order depend on the choice of the renormalization scheme. While this dependence is formally
of higher order in the EFT expansion, the higher order corrections to physical quantities are suppressed only for
appropriately chosen renormalization conditions. While it is always possible to choose a scheme that destroys the
validity of perturbation theory, it is not always possible to find a scheme for which perturbative series make sense. A
well-known example is QCD, where, on the one hand, perturbation theory becomes very useful at high energies, due
to the asymptotic vanishing of the renormalized coupling, provided the renormalization scale is chosen of the order of
the characteristic energy. On the other hand, it is impossible to find a renormalization scheme at low energies which
would lead to meaningful perturbative expressions for physical quantities in powers of the renormalized coupling
constant.
To be more specific, the Lagrangian of an EFT has the generic form
L = K(ψ) +
∞∑
i=1
giOi(ψ) , (4)
where K is the kinetic part, Oi are interaction terms with bare couplings gi and ψ stands collectively for the fields.
1
Because of the UV divergences one needs to introduce some kind of regularization. The final expressions of physical
1 It is understood that the considered EFT leads to a systematic perturbative expansion of physical quantities for energies E  Q, where
Q is some large scale.
4quantities in terms of the renormalized couplings are finite in the limit of removed regularization and the results do
not depend on the choice of the specific regularization scheme. As mentioned above, to render the Green functions
finite one often introduces renormalized fields and corresponding field renormalization constants, however, physical
quantities do not depend on the choice of fields and therefore one can also work with bare ones in the regularized
theory. To calculate physical quantities one expresses the bare couplings in terms of the renormalized ones as specified
above and rewrites the Lagrangian as
L = K(ψ) +
∞∑
i=1
[
gRi (µ) +
∞∑
k=1
~kδgki (gR1 (µ), gR2 (µ), . . . , gRN (µ), µ1, . . . , µN ,Λ)
]
Oi(ψ) , (5)
where we also indicate the dependence of the counterterms on the regularization scheme by including the parameter
Λ in the list of arguments. While one obviously has a huge freedom of choosing the renormalization conditions,
performing consistent calculations of physical quantities up to any order (either finite or infinite) in any coupling gRj
for any particular choice requires the inclusion of all contributions up to a given order, generated by the Lagrangian
of Eq. (5). It is difficult to implement such a formally consistent program in the few-body sector of the low-energy
EFT of the strong interactions, where one needs to sum up an infinite number of diagrams. The problem is caused
by the necessity of taking into account contributions of an infinite number of counterterms with growing complexity
of the operator structures Oi(ψ) in the (heavy baryon) formulation of the EFT.
The best available approach to the non-relativistic formulation of an EFT with pions and nucleons as explicit
degrees of freedom is the cutoff EFT which relies on the inclusion of a finite number of counterterms and keeping
the cutoff parameter such that the difference between the properly renormalized and actually obtained results is of a
higher order than the accuracy of the current calculation [4, 13, 16–20].
A convenient way of implementing the quantum field theoretical renormalization is to apply the BPHZ subtractive
procedure using Zimmerman’s forest formula, see, e.g., Ref. [21]. This subtractive approach is equivalent to the above
outlined renormalization by including the contributions of all counterterms appearing at a given order. Within the
subtractive approach, instead of explicitly including the counterterm contributions, one renormalizes the loop dia-
grams by subtracting sub-divergences and overall divergences using some fixed renormalization conditions and treats
all coupling constants as renormalized finite parameters. In the next section we consider a particular subtractive quan-
tum field theoretical renormalization for the non-perturbative solutions to integral equations with singular effective
potentials which removes all divergences from all diagrams generated by iterations of the integral equations.
III. INTEGRAL EQUATION WITH A SINGULAR POTENTIAL AND RENORMALIZATION
In this section we consider one particular realization of a subtractive EFT renormalization for solutions of integral
equations with singular potentials. Our scheme is a generalization of the one employed in Refs. [1, 22] to the case of
the one-pion-exchange potential and differs from those of Refs. [23–27]. In particular, Refs. [26, 27] apply a subtraction
scheme at vanishing energy, whose realization in terms of local counterterms of the effective Lagrangian is unclear
to us. On the other hand Refs. [23–25] demand that the scattering amplitude calculated at a given order must be
independent of the subtraction point. As emphasized in the previous section, our understanding is that perturbative
amplitudes calculated up to any finite order are renormalization-scheme dependent. A toy-model example considered
in the next section demonstrates how problematic it may turn out to find a renormalization scheme, which is not only
conceptually consistent but also useful in describing the data.
We emphasize that there is a conceptual difference between the EFT renormalization of the scattering amplitude
obtained by solving the Lippmann-Schwinger (LS) equation with singular potentials, that takes into account contri-
butions of an infinite number of counterterms with operator structures of increasing complexity in each partial wave,
and self-adjoint extensions of singular Hamiltonians in the framework of quantum mechanics, that ensure finiteness
of the calculated observables in the removed regularization limit [28].
We start by considering the LS integral equation for an off-shell scattering amplitude which we write symbolically
as
T = V + ~V GT . (6)
To avoid any non-analytic dependence on the quark masses of the counterterms in the few-body sector of the chiral
EFT, we split the potential into a singular VS and a regular VR part,
V = VS + VR , (7)
5where VS has only a polynomial dependence on the quark masses and VR is such that its overlap in loop diagrams
with VS , i.e. VSGVR, is finite. For the potential of Eq. (7) the solution to Eq. (6) can be written in the form
T = TS + (1 + ~TS G)TC(1 + ~GTS) , (8)
where TS and TC satisfy the equations
TS = VS + ~VS GTS , (9)
and
TC = VR + ~VRG (1 + ~TSG)TC . (10)
To carry out subtractive renormalization, we take into account contributions of counter terms such that the ampli-
tude TS in Eq. (8) is replaced by the renormalized amplitude T
r
S . In particular, we consider iterations of Eq. (9) and
perform BPHZ subtractions in each of an infinite number of terms such that the renormalized series has the form:
T rS = VS + ~VS (G−Ge)VS + ~2 VS (G−Ge)VS (G−Ge)VS + · · · . (11)
In the first iteration, ~VS (G − Ge)VS , the result of the original one-loop diagram ~VS GVS is expanded around
E = −Eµ and the first N + 1 terms are subtracted by adding ~VS (−Ge)VS , where
Ge =
N∑
i=0
1
i!
(E + Eµ)
i d
iG(E)
(dE)i
∣∣∣∣
E=−Eµ
. (12)
That is, we expand G ≡ G(E) at a fixed value E = −Eµ and subtract first several terms, the number of the
subtracted terms depending on the UV behaviour of the singular potential. The N + 1 terms, subtracted at one-loop
order, if expanded in powers of momenta and energy, correspond to an infinite number of local counterterms in the
effective Lagrangian. Notice here that from the point of view of UV divergences, it would be sufficient to subtract
only first several terms in the expansion in powers of momenta and energy. Thus our choice of the renormalization
scheme corresponds to finite over-subtractions. This applies to all orders in the loop expansion. In the second
iteration in Eq. (11), two one-loop sub-divergences are subtracted from the original two-loop diagram ~2 VS GVS GVS
by adding ~2 VS (−Ge)VS GVS and ~2 VS GVS (−Ge)VS , and then the overall divergence is subtracted by adding
~2 VS Ge VS Ge VS . Again, these overall two-loop subtractions correspond to taking into account contributions of
an infinite number of counter-terms. Renormalization works analogously for further iterations. The renormalized
amplitude T rS satisfies the equation
T rS = VS + ~VS (G−Ge)T rS . (13)
The reason why we over-subtract each term in series of Eq. (11) is that only this way we can obtain the full renormalized
amplitude in closed form as a solution to an integrals equation.
The effective potential Ve which includes all necessary counterterms subtracting sub-divergences and overall diver-
gences in all iterations of Eq. (13) can be obtained by solving the following equation
Ve = VS − ~VSGeVe . (14)
That is, the subtracted amplitude T rS can also be obtained by solving the equation
T rS = Ve + ~VeGT rS , (15)
where Ve is obtained by solving Eq. (14).
The final renormalized expression of the amplitude has the form
T r = T rS + (1 + ~T rS G)T rC(1 + ~GT rS), (16)
where T rC satisfies the equation
T rC = VR + ~VRG (1 + ~T rSG)T rC . (17)
For practical applications it is convenient to obtain the final renormalized amplitude T r in a single step as a solution
to an integral equation. Below we show that indeed T r can be obtained by solving the following integral equation
T r = VS + V˜R + ~ (V˜S + V˜R)GT r, (18)
6where V˜S = VS(G−Ge)/G and V˜R = VR +~ (VS − V˜S)GVR.2 To this end we write the solution to Eq. (18) as T rS +T1
and show that T1 is identical to the second term in the right hand side of Eq. (16). Indeed, substituting T
r
S + T1 in
Eq. (18) we obtain the following equation for T1
T1 = V˜R(1 + ~GT rS) + ~ (V˜S + V˜R)GT1 . (19)
Next, we define the amplitude Tx via
T1 =: (1 + ~T rSG)Tx(1 + ~GT rS) (20)
and obtain from Eq. (19)
(1− ~ V˜SG+ ~ (1− ~ V˜SG)T rSG)Tx = V˜R + ~ V˜RG (1 + ~T rSG)Tx . (21)
Writing the equation (13) in the form
(1− ~ V˜sG)TS = VS , (22)
and using it in Eq. (21), we obtain
(1− ~ V˜SG+ ~VSG)Tx = V˜R + ~ V˜RG (1 + ~T rSG)Tx . (23)
Using the definition of V˜R, Eq. (23) reduces to
Tx = VR + ~VRG (1 + ~T rSG)Tx . (24)
Comparing Eqs. (24) and (17), we see that Tx is identical with T
r
C and hence, as evidenced from Eq. (20), T1 is
identical to the second term in the right hand side of Eq. (16). This proves that indeed T r satisfies Eq. (18).
We emphasize that we consider the above subtractive scheme not because it is amongst the best ones for, e.g.,
nucleon-nucleon scattering in chiral EFT, but rather since it can be easily applied in practice and, therefore, well
suited for demonstration purposes. As noticed in Refs. [29, 30] in the nucleon-nucleon scattering problem, it is
preferable to use subtraction schemes with two scales corresponding to the leading- and higher-order potentials.
IV. APPLICATION TO A TOY MODEL
As a specific toy-model example of how to apply the discussed renormalization scheme, we construct an effective
potential for the underlying “fundamental” potential considered in Ref. [12]
V (r) =
α
(
e−m1r − e−Mr)
r3
+
α (m1 −M) e−m1r
r2
+
α (M −m1) 2e−m2r
2r
− 1
6
α (2m1 − 3m2 +M) (M −m1) 2e−m1r , (25)
where M is the light mass and the heavy masses m1, m2 represent the large scales. Our choice of parameters is
α = −36 GeV−2, M = 0.1385 GeV, m1 = 0.75 GeV and m2 = 1.15 GeV. The strength of the interaction α is taken
equal for all terms, so that the potential V (r) vanishes for r → 0 and it behaves as −α e−Mr/r3 for large r. More
details on this model can be found in Ref. [12].
We consider the LS equation for the S-wave scattering amplitude in the center-of-mass frame of two particles with
unit masses
tE(p, p
′) = v(p, p ′) +
∫ ∞
0
dq q2
2pi2
v(p, q)
1
E − q2 + i  tE(q, p
′), (26)
with E = k2/1 GeV being the total energy, and p = |p|, p′ = |p′| the relative momenta of the incoming and outgoing
particles, respectively. We set ~ = 1 in these calculations.
2 Eq. (18) is convenient because it contains only convergent integrals.
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FIG. 1: The leading order S-wave phase shift. Solid (black) line corresponds to the underlying toy model. Solid (black) lines
correspond to the underlying toy model while dashed lines show the LO phase shifts for various values of µ and µ1. For each
choice of the scale µ1, four representative choices for the scale µ are shown to demonstrate the trends.
with E = k2/1GeV being the total energy, and p = |p|, p0 = |p0| the relative momenta of the incoming and outgoing
particles, respectively. We set ~ to its physical value, i.e. ~ = 1, in these calculations.
It is easy to construct the corresponding EFT for the underlying “fundamental” potential in Eq. (25). The LO
EFT interaction consists of a delta potential and the long-range part  ↵ e Mr/r3, which is singular if extended to the
small-r region. Following Ref. [12], we choose the coupling constant ↵ =  36 GeV 2 ⇡  1/(0.167 GeV)2 such that
the full LO potential is non-perturbative for the momenta k ⇠ M = 0.1385 GeV. A simple UV analysis shows that
the LO potential is perturbatively non-renormalizable, i.e. to remove the divergences from its iterations one needs to
introduce counterterms of higher orders (in momenta and energy) which themselves generate new divergences, etc.,
up to infinity.
We apply the renormalization scheme described in the previous section to the LO e↵ective potential, for which we
take
VS(r) = c  
(3)(~r)  ↵ e
 µ1r
r3
+
↵ (M   µ1) e µ1r
r2
  ↵ (M   µ1)
2e µ1r
2r
,
VR(r) =  
↵
 
e Mr   e µ1r 
r3
+
↵ (µ1  M) e µ1r
r2
+
↵ (M   µ1) 2e µ1r
2r
=
1
6
↵ (M   µ1) 3   r
24
↵ (M   µ1) 3 (3µ1 +M) +O(r2) , (27)
where µ1 is the scale parameterizing the division of the potential into the singular and regular parts. To obtain the
singular part, we expanded the LO potential in a Taylor series of the mass M around M = µ1 and kept the first
three terms in the power series of M   µ1. Notice that since our toy model is not generated by a chirally invariant
Lagrangian, we obtain a power series expansion in M and not in M2. As specified in section III, the number of
subtracted terms when defining the regular potential VR is dictated by the condition that all diagrams generated by
iterating Eq. (18) remain finite. We fix the renormalized coupling cR by the requirement to reproduce the low-energy
phase shift of the underlying toy-model potential at a fixed value of the on-shell momentum k. Subtractions of loop
integrals are performed at E =  µ2/(1GeV).
Our results for the phase shift for various choices of the renormalization scales are shown in Fig. 1 together with
the phase shifts of the underlying toy-model to be regarded as synthetic data. The scale µ1 that parametrizes the
ambiguity in the definition of the regular part of the potential should be chosen of the order of the hard scale in the
problem. Using too soft values of the scale µ1 is, in general, expected to reduce the applicability range of the EFT.
As seen from Fig. 1, one can find a range of values of the subtraction scales µ and µ1, for which the description of
the synthetic data is reasonably good for the LO approximation. However, the results for the momenta k & M are
sensitive to the changes of these values. As mentioned in section II, approximate perturbative expressions in QFTs
always depend on the choice of the renormalization scheme.
To demonstrate that the observed reasonable description of the synthetic data within the employed subtractive
renormalization scheme is not just an artifact of the specific choice of the coupling constant ↵ in the underlying toy
model, we also consider the cases corresponding to di↵erent values of ↵. Specifically, by changing the sign of the
coupling to ↵ = 36, we arrive at a toy model with the attractive long-range potential. We also increase the strength of
the long-range potential by a factor of two and consider the cases of ↵ = ±72. Our results for these three additional
models are visualized in Fig. 2 for a number of representative choices of the scales µ and µ1. For a strong repulsive
long-range interaction corresponding to ↵ =  72, we only show the results for µ1 = 600 MeV since the observed
7
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FIG. 1: The leading order S-wave phase shift. Solid (black) line corresponds to the underlying toy model. Solid (black) lines
correspond to the underlying toy model while dashed lines show the LO phase shifts for various values of µ and µ1. For each
choice of the scale µ1, four representative choices for the scale µ are shown to demonstrate the trends.
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small-r region. Following Ref. [12], we choose the coupling constant ↵ =  36 GeV 2 ⇡  1/(0.167 GeV)2 such that
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(3)(~r)  ↵ e
 µ1r
r3
+
↵ (M   µ1) e µ1r
r2
  ↵ (M   µ1)
2e µ1r
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,
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↵ (M   µ1) 2e µ1r
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↵ (M   µ1) 3 (3µ1 +M) +O(r2) , (27)
where µ1 is the scale parameterizing the division of the potential into the singular and regular parts. To obtain the
singular part, we expanded the LO potential in a Taylor series of the mass M around M = µ1 and kept the first
thre terms in the power series of M   µ1. Notice that since our toy model is not generated by a chirally invariant
Lagrangian, we obtain a power series expansion in M and not in M2. As specified in section III, the number of
subtracted terms when defining the regular potential VR is dictated by the condition that all diagrams generated by
iterating Eq. (18) remain finite. e fix the renormalized coupling cR by the requirement to reproduce the low-energy
phase shift of the underlying toy-model potential at a fixed value of the on-shell momentum k. Subtractions of loop
integrals are performed at E =  µ2/(1GeV).
Our results for the phase shift for various choices of the renormalization scales are shown in Fig. 1 together with
the phase shifts of the underlying toy-model to be regarded as synthetic data. The scale µ1 that parametrizes the
ambiguity in the definition of the regular part of the potential should be chosen of the order of the hard scale in the
problem. Using too soft values of the scale µ1 is, in general, expected to reduce the applicability range of the EFT.
As se n from Fig. 1, one can find a range of values of the subtraction scales µ and µ1, for which the description of
the synthetic data is reasonably good for the LO approximation. However, the results for the momenta k & M are
sensitive to the changes of these values. As mentioned in section II, approximate perturbative expressions in QFTs
always depend on the choice of the renormalization scheme.
To demonstrate that the observed reasonable description of the synthetic data within the employed subtractive
renormalization scheme is not just an artifact of the specific choice of the coupling constant ↵ in the underlying toy
model, we also consider the cases corresponding to di↵erent values of ↵. Specifically, by changing the sign of the
coupling to ↵ = 36, we arrive at a toy model with the attractive long-range potential. e also increase the strength of
the long-range potential by a factor of two and consider the cases of ↵ = ±72. Our results for these thre additional
models are visualized in Fig. 2 for a number of representative choices of the scales µ and µ1. For a strong repulsive
long-range interaction corresponding to ↵ =  72, we only show the results for µ1 = 60 MeV since the observed
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FIG. 1: The leading order S-wave phase shift. Solid (black) line corresponds to the underlying toy model. Solid (black) lines
correspond to the underlying toy model while dashed lines show the LO phase shifts for various values of µ and µ1. For each
choice of the scale µ1, four repr sen ative choices for the scale µ are shown to demonstrate the trends.
with E = k2/1GeV being the otal energy, and p = |p|, p0 = |p0| the relative momenta of the incoming and outgoing
particles, respectively. We set ~ to its physical value, i.e. ~ = 1, in th se calculations.
It is easy to construc the corresponding EFT for the underlying “fundamental” potential in Eq. (25). The LO
EFT interaction consi ts of a delta potential and the long-range part  ↵ e Mr/r3, which is singular if exten ed to the
small- region. Following Ref. [12], we ch ose the coupling constant ↵ =  36 GeV 2 ⇡  1/(0.167 GeV)2 such that
the full LO potential is non-perturbative for the momenta k ⇠ M = 0.1385 GeV. A simple UV analysi shows that
the LO potential is perturbatively non-renormalizable, i.e. to remove the divergences from its iterations one n eds to
introduce counterterms of higher orders (in moment and energy) which themselves generate new divergences, etc.,
up to infinity.
We a ply the renormalization scheme described in the previou section to the LO e↵ective potential, for which we
take
VS(r) = c  
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24
↵ (M   µ1) 3 (3µ1 +M) +O(r2) , (27)
wh re µ1 is the scale p ram terizing the d vision of the potential into the singular and regular parts. T obtain the
singular part, w expan ed the LO potential in a Taylor series of the mass M around M = µ1 and kep the first
thr e terms in the power series of M   µ1. Notice that since our toy model is not generated by a chirally invariant
Lagrangian, we obtain a power series expansion in M and not in M2. A specified in section II, the number of
subtracted terms when defi ing the regular potential VR is dic ated by the condition that all diagrams generated by
iterating Eq. (18) remain finite. We fix the renormalized coupling cR by the requiremen to reproduce the low-energy
phase shift of the underlying toy-model potential at a fixed value of the on-shell momentum k. Subtractions of l op
integrals are performed at E =  µ2/(1GeV).
Ou results for the phase shift for various choices of the renormalization scales are shown in Fig. 1 together with
the phase shifts of the underlying toy-model to be regar ed a synthetic d ta. The scale µ1 that p rametrizes the
ambiguity in the definition of the regular part of the potential should be chosen of the order of the hard scale in the
problem. Using t o soft values of the scale µ1 is, in general, expected to reduce the a plicability range of the EFT.
A s en from Fig. 1, one can find a range of values of the subtraction scales µ and µ1, for which the description of
the synthetic d ta is reasonably g od for the LO a proximation. How ver, the results for the momenta k & M are
sensitive to the changes of th se values. As mentioned in section II, a proximate perturbativ expressions in QFTs
always depend on the choice of the renormalization scheme.
To demonstrate tha the observed reasonable description of the synthetic d ta within th employed subtractive
renormalization scheme is not just an artifact of the specifi choice of the coupling constant ↵ in the underlying toy
model, we also consider the ca es corresponding to di↵ rent values of ↵. Specifically, by changing the sign of the
coupling to ↵ = 36, we arrive at a toy model with the attractive long-range potential. We also increase the strength of
the long-range potential by a factor of two and consider the ca es of ↵ = ±72. Ou results for th se thr e a ditional
models are visualized in Fig. 2 for a number of repr sen ative choices of the scales µ and µ1. For a strong repulsive
long-range interaction corresponding to ↵ =  72, we only show the results for µ1 = 6 0 MeV since the observed
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FIG. 1: The leading order S-wav phas shift. S lid (black) l e c rresp n s t the underlyi g toy model. Solid (black) lines
c rresp nd to the underlyi g toy model while da ed lines show the LO phase shifts for va ious values of µ and µ1. For each
choic of th scal µ1, four repr sent tive choices for the sc l µ a shown to demonstrate the trends.
wi h E = k2/1GeV being the total energy, nd p = |p|, p0 = |p0| the relative momenta of the incoming and outgoing
particles, respectively. W s t to its p y ical val e, i.e. ~ = 1, in these calculations.
It is asy to construct corr spo ding EFT for he und rlying “fundamental” potential in Eq. (25). The LO
EFT interac on co sists f a delta oten ial and the long-range part  ↵ e Mr/r3, whic is singular if extended to the
small-r region. Following Ref. [12], we choose the coupling constant ↵ =  36 GeV 2 ⇡  1/(0.167 GeV)2 such that
th f ll LO potential is non-perturbative for the momenta k ⇠ M = 0.1385 GeV. A simple UV analysis shows that
he LO p tential is perturbatively non-r normalizable, i. . t remov the diverge c s fr m its iterations one needs to
introduce cou terter s of higher orders (in mom nta and rgy) which th mselv generate new divergences, etc.,
up to infinity.
We apply th enormalization schem described in the pr v ous sec ion to the LO e↵ ctive potential, for which we
take
VS(r) = c  
(3)(~r)  ↵ e
 µ1r
r3
+
↵ (M   µ1) e µ1r
r2
  ↵ (M   µ1)
2e µ1r
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,
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+
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=
1
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24
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where µ1 is the scale param terizi g the divisio of the potential into he singular a d r gular parts. To obtain the
singular art, we exp nded the LO potential in a T yl r series of the mass M around M = µ1 and kept the first
thr e terms in the pow r serie of M   µ1. N tice that si ce our toy model is ot ge erated by a chirally invariant
Lagrangian, we obtai a power series expansion in M and ot n M2. As specifi d in section III, the number of
subtract d terms whe defining the r gular pot ntial VR is dic te by the co dition that all diagrams generated by
rating Eq. (18) re in finite. We fix the reno mal z d coupling cR by the requir m nt to reproduce the low-energy
phase shift of h underlying toy-mod l pot ntial at a fixed val e of the on-shell m mentum k. Subtractions of loop
integrals are performed at E =  µ2/(1GeV).
Our esults for t e phase s ift f v r ous choi es of the renormalization scal s a e s own in Fig. 1 together with
the phase shifts of h underlying to -mod l to be regarded s synt etic d ta. Th scale µ1 that parametrizes the
ambiguity in the defini ion f the regular part of the potential sh uld b cho en of the order of the hard scale in the
problem. Using too soft valu s of th s ale µ1 is, in general, expec ed to reduce t e applicability range of the EFT.
As seen from Fig. 1, one can find a range of v ues of the subtraction scales µ and µ1, for which the description of
the synthetic data is reasonably g od for the LO app oximati n. Howev r, the results for the momenta k & M are
s nsitive to the cha ges of the values. As mention d in section II, a oximate perturbative expressions in QFTs
always d pend on the choi of the renormalization scheme.
To d monstrate that the observed r aso abl description of t e synth tic da a w thin the employed subtractive
renorm lization s heme i not just an artifact of the spe ific choice of t coup ing constant ↵ in the underlying toy
model, we als co sider the cases corr sponding to di↵erent values of ↵. Specifically, by changing the sign of the
coupling to ↵ = 36, we arrive t a toy model with th ttractive g-rang pot n ial. We also increase the strength of
the long-range potential by a factor of two and consider the cases of ↵ = ±72. Our results for these three additional
models re visualized in Fig. 2 for a number of r present tive choices of he scal s µ and µ1. For a strong repulsive
long-ra e interaction corr sponding o ↵ =  72, we only show the resul s for µ1 = 600 MeV since the observed
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FIG. 1: T e leading order S-wav phase shift. Solid (black) l e c rresponds t the underlying toy model. Solid (black) lines
correspond to the underlying toy model w ile da ed lines show the LO ph se shifts f r various values of µ and µ1. For each
choice of t e s ale µ1, four r pr sen ative ch ic s f r he scal µ a shown to demonstrate the trends.
wi h E = k2/1GeV being the otal en gy, nd p = |p|, p0 = |p0| the relative momenta of the incoming and outgoing
particles, re pecti ely. W set ~ to its p y i l v lue, i e. ~ = 1, in th se calculations.
It is easy to construc cor spo ding EFT for the u derlyi g “fundamental” potential in Eq. (25). The LO
EFT in rac on consi ts f a delta otential and the long-range part  ↵  Mr/r3, w ich is singular if exten ed to the
small- regi n. Following Ref. [12], we choose the coupling constant ↵ =  36 GeV 2 ⇡  1/(0.167 GeV)2 such that
the f ll LO p tential is non-perturbative for the momenta k ⇠ M = 0.1385 GeV. A simple UV analysi shows that
he LO potential is perturbatively n n-renormalizabl , i.e. to remove the div rg nces fr m its iterations one needs to
intr duce cou terterms of high orders (in mo nt and nergy) hich th mselv s generate new divergences, etc.,
up to infinity.
We apply the normalization schem described in th pre ou s ction t the LO e↵ ctive potential, for which we
take
VS(r) = c  
(3)(~r)  ↵ e
 µ1r
r3
+
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,
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wh re µ1 is the scale p ram rizing the d visio of the pot nti l into he singular and regular parts. T obtain the
singular ar , w expan ed th LO pot nti l in a T ylor series of the mass M around M = µ1 and kep the first
three terms in the power series f M   µ1. Notice that since our toy model is ot ge erated by a chirally invariant
Lagrangian, we btai a power series expansion in M a d not M2. A specifi d in section II, the number of
subtracted terms when defi ing he r gular pote tial VR is dic ated by the co dition that all diagrams generated by
rating Eq. (18) re in finite. We fix the r no mal z d coupling cR by t e requir men to reproduce the low-energy
phase shift f he underlying toy-model pote tial at a fixed value of the on-shell m mentum k. Subtractions of loop
integrals ar performed at E =  µ2/(1GeV).
Ou esults for th phase shift f v r ous choic s of the re ormalization scal s are shown in Fig. 1 together with
the phase shifts f th underlying to -model to be regar ed a syn hetic d a. The scale µ1 that p rametrizes the
ambiguity in the definiti n of the reg lar part of the potential sh uld be cho en of order of the hard scale in the
pr blem. Using too soft values of th scale µ1 is, in g neral, expec ed to reduc the applicability range of the EFT.
A seen from Fig. 1, one can find range of values of the subtra tion scales µ and µ1, for which the description of
the synthetic d ta is reas nably g od for the LO approximation. H w ver, the results for the momenta k & M are
s nsitiv to the cha ges of th values. As mention d in sec on II, appr ximate perturbativ expressions in QFTs
always d pend on the choice of the renormalization scheme.
To emonstr t tha the bserved reasonable descriptio of the synth tic d w thin th employed subtractive
renorm lization scheme i not just an ar ifact f the specifi choice of the coup i c nstant ↵ in the underlying toy
model, w als co sider the ca es corresponding to di↵ rent values of ↵. Specifically, by changing the sign of the
coupling t ↵ = 36, w rrive at a t y model wi h the ttractive lo g-range pot tial. We also increase the strength of
the l ng-range pote tial by a factor two and consider the ca es of ↵ = ±72. Ou results for th se three additional
m dels are visualiz d in Fig. 2 for a number of repr sen tive choices of he scales µ and µ1. For a strong repulsive
l g-range interaction corresponding o ↵ =  72, we only show the r sul s f r µ1 = 600 MeV since the observed
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FIG. 1: The lea ing order S-wav phase shift. li ( l ) l c rrespon s t the underlying toy model. Solid (black) lines
c rresp nd to t und rlyi g t y model while d e lines show the LO phase shifts for various values of µ and µ1. For each
choice of t scale µ1, f ur pres ntative choices for the sc l µ are shown to demonstrate the trends.
with E = k2/1GeV being the t tal nergy, d p = |p|, p0 = |p0| the relative m menta of the incoming and outgoing
particles respe tively. We et ~ to its p y ical val e, i.e. ~ = 1, in these calculations.
It is easy to co struc c rr spo ding EFT for e und rlying “fundamental” potential in Eq. (25). The LO
EFT inte c on co sists f a delta oten i l and h long-range part  ↵ e Mr/r3, which is singular if extended to the
small-r r gion. Following Ref. [12], we choos the co pling constant ↵ =  36 GeV 2 ⇡  1/(0.167 GeV)2 such that
he f ll LO potential is no -perturbative for the m ment k ⇠ M = 0.1385 GeV. A simple UV analysis shows that
he LO p t tial is perturbatively non-renormal zabl , i. . to remove the divergenc s fr m its iterations one needs to
i troduce cou terter of hi her o d rs ( n mom ta and energy) which th mselves generate new divergences, etc.,
up to infinity.
W apply he enormalization sch m d scribed in t e pr v ous sec ion to the LO e↵ ctive potential, for which we
take
VS(r) = c  
(3)(~r)  ↵ e
 µ1r
r3
+
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,
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wh r µ1 is the scale par m terizi the divi io f the pot ntial into he singul r a d r gular parts. To obtain the
singular part, we expanded the LO po enti l in a T ylo series of the mass M around M = µ1 and kept the first
hr e te ms in the pow r seri of M   µ1. N tice th t si c our toy mode is ot ge erated by a chirally invariant
L gra gia , we obtai a power s ries expansion in M and ot n M2. As specified in section III, the number of
subtra t d terms wh defi i g he r gul r pot ntial VR is dic ated by the co dition that all diagrams generated by
i rat Eq. (18) re in finit . We fix the r no mal z d coupling cR by the requirement to reproduce the low-energy
phase shift u d rlying toy- od l potential at a fixed val e of the on-shell m mentum k. Subtractions of loop
integrals are p rformed at E =  µ2/(1GeV).
Our esu ts for the pha e shift f v rious ch ic s of th renormalization scal s a e shown in Fig. 1 together with
th ph e shif s of h und rlying to -mod l to b regarded as syn etic data. Th scale µ1 that parametrizes the
ambiguity in th defini i n of the r gular part of the potential sh uld b cho en of the order of the hard scale in the
prob m. U ing o soft values of th s ale µ1 is, in general, expec ed to reduce the applicability range of the EFT.
As seen from Fig. 1, one can find a range of v ues of he subt action scales µ and µ1, for which the description of
the synthetic data is re sonably g od for th LO app oximati n. However, the results for the momenta k & M are
s si ve to the cha ges of th se v lu s. As ment on d in section II, ap oximate perturbative expressions in QFTs
always depend on the choi e of the renormalization scheme.
To demon trat that the observed r asonabl escription of t e synth tic da a w hin the employed subtractive
renorm lizati n s heme i n t just an artifact of the specific choice of the coup ing constant ↵ in the underlying toy
model, we als co sid r the cases orresp ding to di↵erent values of ↵. Specifically, by changing the sign of the
coupl ng to ↵ = 36, w arrive a t y mod l with th t ractive o g-range poten ial. We also increase the strength of
long-range potential by a factor of two and consi er the ca es of ↵ = ±72. Our results for these three additional
mod ls are visualized in Fig. 2 for a number of r p s nt ti e choices of he scales µ and µ1. For a strong repulsive
l g-range interaction c r sponding o ↵ =  72, we only show the resul s for µ1 = 600 MeV since the observed
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FIG. 1: The leading order S-wav phase shift. Solid (black) l e c rresponds t the underlying toy model. Solid (black) lines
corr spond to th underlying t y mod l whil da ed lines show the LO ph se shifts for various values of µ and µ1. For each
choice of t e scal µ1, four r presen ative choic s for he scal µ are shown to demonstrate the trends.
wi h E = k2/1G V being the otal e e gy, nd p = |p|, p0 = |p0| the relative m menta of the incoming and outgoing
particles, r pe tive y. We et ~ to its p y ical v lue, i e. ~ = 1, in th se calculations.
It is easy to construc cor spo ding EFT for the u derlying “fundamental” potential in Eq. (25). The LO
EFT in ac on consi ts f a delta otential and th l ng-range part  ↵ e Mr/r3, w ich is singular if exten ed to the
small- r gi n. Following Ref. [12], we choos the oupling constant ↵ =  36 GeV 2 ⇡  1/(0.167 GeV)2 such that
he f ll LO potential is no -perturbative for the m ment k ⇠ M = 0.1385 GeV. A simple UV analysi shows that
he LO p t tial is p rturbatively non-ren rmalizabl , i.e. to remove the div rg nces fr m its iterations one needs to
intr duce cou tert r of hi h ord rs ( n mom nt and energy) which themselves generate new divergences, etc.,
up to infinity.
We apply he normalization schem described in t e pre ou section to the LO e↵ ctive potential, for which we
take
VS(r) = c  
(3)(~r)  ↵ e
 µ1r
r3
+
↵ (M   µ1) e µ1r
r2
  ↵ (M   µ1)
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,
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+
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+
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=
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wh re µ1 is cale p r m terizing the d visi of the potential into he singul r and regular parts. T obtain the
ingular par , w expan ed the LO po e ti l in a T ylo series of the mass M around M = µ1 and kep the first
three te ms in th power seri s f M   µ1. Notice h t since our toy mode s ot ge erated by a chirally invariant
Lagrangian, we btain a power s ries expansio in M a d not n M2. A specified in section II, the number of
subtr cted terms when defi ing he r ul r pote ti l VR is dic ated by the co dition that all diagrams generated by
i rat Eq. (18) r in fi i e. W fix th r no mal z d coupling cR by the requir men to reproduce the low-energy
ph se shift f he underlying oy- odel potential at a fixed value of the on-shell momentum k. Subtractions of loop
integrals are performed at E =  µ2/(1GeV).
Ou esu ts f r th ph s s ift f v rious ch ices of e renormalization scales are shown in Fig. 1 together with
the pha e shif s f th und rlying to -model to be r gar ed a syn hetic d a. The scale µ1 that p rametrizes the
ambiguity in the defi iti n of th regular p rt of the pot ntial sh uld be cho en of order of the hard scale in the
problem. Using too soft values of th sc le µ1 is, in general, expec ed to reduc the applicability range of the EFT.
A seen fr m Fig. 1, o e can find a ra ge of values f the subtra tion scales µ and µ1, for which the description of
the synthetic d ta is reasonably g od f r the LO approximation. How ver, the results for the momenta k & M are
nsi v to the cha ges of h se valu s. A me tion d in section II, approximate perturbativ expressions in QFTs
always depend on the oice of the renormalization scheme.
T emon tra th the observ d reas nable escription of the synth tic d a w thin th employed subtractive
renorm lization scheme i n t just an ar ifact of the specifi choice of the coup ing constant ↵ in the underlying toy
model, we als co sider the ca es orresponding to di↵ rent v lues of ↵. Specifically, by changing the sign of the
coupling to ↵ = 36, w rrive a t y model wi h th t ractive lo g-range pot tial. We also increase the strength of
long-range pote tial by a fact f two and consider the ca es of ↵ = ±72. Ou results for th se three additional
m d ls ar visualized in Fig. 2 for a numbe f rep sen tive choices of he scales µ and µ1. For a strong repulsive
long-range interaction corresponding o ↵ =  72, w only show the r sul s for µ1 = 600 MeV since the observed
I . 1: he leading-order S- ave phase shift as a function of the center-of-mass momentum k. Solid (black) lines correspond
to the underlying toy model while dash d lines show the LO p ase s ifts for v rious values of µ and µ1. For each choice of the
scale µ1, four repr sentative choices for the scale µ are shown to demonstrate the trends.
It is easy to construct the corresponding EFT for the underlying “fundamental” potential in Eq. (25). The LO
EFT interaction consists of a delta potential and the long-range part −α e−Mr/r3, which is singular if extended to the
small-r region. Following Ref. [12], we choose the coupling constant α = −36 GeV−2 ≈ −1/(0.167 GeV)2 such that
the full LO potential is non-perturbative for the momenta k ∼ M = 0.1385 GeV. A simple UV analysis shows that
the LO potential is perturbatively non-renormalizable, i.e. to remove the divergences from its iterations one needs to
introduce counterterms of higher orders (in momenta and energy) which themselves generate new divergences, etc.,
up to infinity.
We apply the renormalization scheme described in the previous section to the LO effective potential, for which we
take
VS(r) = c δ
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where µ1 is the scale parameterizing the division of the potential into the singula and regular parts. To obtain the
singular part, we expanded the LO potential in a Taylor series of the mass M around M = µ1 and kept the first
three terms in the power series of M − µ1. Notice that since our toy model is not generated by a chirally invariant
Lagrangian, we obtain a power series expansion in M and not in M2. As specified in section III, the number of
subtracted terms when defining the regular potential VR is dictated by the condition that all diagrams generated by
iterating Eq. (18) remain finite. We fix the renormalized coupling cR by the requirement to reproduce the low-energy
phase shift of the underlying toy-model potential at a fixed value of the on-shell momentum k. Subtractions of loop
integrals are performed at E = −µ2/(1 GeV).
Our results for the phase shift for various choices of the r normalization scal s are shown i Fig. 1 tog ther with
t e phase shif s of the underlying t y-model to be g rded as synthetic da a. The scal µ1 that pa metrize th
ambiguity in the definition of he regular a t of th po e tial should be chosen of the order of the hard scale in the
problem. Using t o soft values of h sc le µ1 is, in general, xpected t edu the applicabil ty ran e f th EFT.
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FIG. 2: The leading-order S-wave phase shifts for di↵erent values of the coupling ↵. Solid (black) lines correspond to the
underlying toy model while dashed lines show the LO phase shifts for various values of µ and µ1.
pattern is analogous to the already considered toy-model with ↵ =  36. Phase shifts corresponding to the attractive
long-range potential are plotted in the second and third rows of Fig. 2. The behavior of the phase shifts indicates
the appearance of a low-lyong virtual (real) bound state for ↵ = 36 (↵ = 72). Compared to the repulsive case,
we find an even larger range of subtraction scales leading to a reasonable description of the phase shifts. In these
particular cases, softening the scale µ1 e↵ectively amounts to a resummation of the subleading contact interaction
which helps to improve the reproduction of the e↵ective range.3 Still, choosing µ1 of the order of the hard scale such
as e.g. µ1 = 600 MeV leads to an adequate LO description of the synthetic data. Furthermore, fully in line with
the findings of Ref. [31], the scale µ can be varied in a broad range and set to soft values since the systems under
consideration are not too close to the unitary limit.
V. SUMMARY
In this paper we discussed the problem of renormalization of singular potentials in the low-energy e↵ective field
theory of the strong interactions. We outlined the standard procedure of quantum field theoretical renormalization
emphasizing its general definition that applies to both non-perturbative as well as perturbative calculations. The
main message of our work is that chiral EFT in the few-nucleon sector does not require the invention of any new
non-perturbative renormalization that would go beyond what is already well-established in quantum field theory.
3 Notice that in the realistic case of neutron-proton scattering in the 1S0 channel, the subleading contact interaction was argued to require
a nonperturbative treatment in Ref. [31].
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I . 2: The leading-order S-wave phase shifts as functions of the center-of-ma s momentum k for different v lues of the coupling
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the appearance of a low-lying virtual (real) bound state for α = 36 (α = 72). Compared to the repulsive case,
we find an even larger range of subtraction scales leading to a reasonable description of the phase shifts. In these
particular cases, softening the scale µ1 effectively amounts to a resummation of the subleading contact interaction
which helps to improve the reproduction of the effective range.3 Still, choosing µ1 of the order of the hard scale such
as e.g. µ1 = 600 MeV leads to an adequate LO description of the synthetic data. Furthermore, fully in line with
the findings of Ref. [31], the scale µ can be varied in a broad range and set to soft values since the systems under
consideration are not too close to the unitary limit.
V. SUMMARY
In this paper we discussed the problem of renormalization of singular potentials in the low-energy effective field
theory of the strong interactions. We outlined the standard procedure of quantum field theoretical renormalization
emphasizing its general definition that applies to both non-perturbative as well as perturbative calculations. The
main message of our work is that chiral EFT in the few-nucleon sector does not require the invention of any new
non-perturbative renormalization that would go beyond what is already well-established in quantum field theory.
To demonstrate that the problem lies not in conceptual issues but rather in the complicated technical implementa-
3 Notice that in the realistic case of neutron-proton scattering in the 1S0 channel, the subleading contact interaction was argued to require
a nonperturbative treatment in Ref. [31].
9tion of the standard renormalization approach, we proposed a way of implementing the subtractive renormalization
for solutions of integral equations with singular potentials. The suggested renormalization scheme corresponds to
subtracting all divergences appearing at a given order, and also (over-)subtracting finite pieces with some fixed nor-
malization conditions. While being just one of infinitely many possibilities of fixing the normalization conditions, and
very likely not the best one, the suggested scheme has the advantage of being easily applicable in practice and serves
well our purposes of demonstrating a self-consistent EFT renormalization.
As an example to demonstrate these rather general statements, we applied the considered subtractive renormaliza-
tion scheme to the toy model of Ref. [12]. While there exists a region of values of the renormalization scales for which
the description of the “data” is good for the LO approximation, the results are sensitive to the changes of these values
as one expects on general grounds.
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